


1. Navigation – 100% of the navigation should be for the reader. Things like Media Kit, PR 
Friendly and Advertise with Us go in the footer. Companies want to work with bloggers that 
serve, overserve and love their audience. Would you rather put a button on the best waitress at 
TGI Friday's or the one that keeps telling you he's looking for a better job?

2. Navigation – Buttons that haven't been clicked after 5,000 page views need to be changed. (See 
Analytics Tab in BC Prime). Either delete, change the wording, highlight or find a new 
audience. If you fall in love with your site more than your audience, you're no longer a CEO. 
You're the guy the board of directors is trying to get rid of.

3. Disclaimers – Any disclaimer language like “this site uses affiliate links” need to be present as 
an image not text. Publish the language as text, take a screen shot and then replace the text with 
the screen shot. Google doesn't need to read those words on your page. They do not add value. 
This is not a go ahead to add that to your site. Read the FTC language and decide for your 
company. When you're in court. . . ain't no judge going to be lenient when you say “dan told 
me”. But when you figure it out. . . add it as a clickable image to your disclosure page.

4. Sidebars – 100% of your sidebar buttons need to benefit your readers. Ads, while mostly a 
benefit to you are intended to provide value. Buttons like “Circle of Moms” and “I went to 
Blissdom” and “Blogging Triad” need to go away. They do not add value to your reader's life, 
they do not position you as an expert. The only thing they do is give those organizations links 
from your site. This is not a hobby boys and girls. . . blogging is for grown-ups. (We will never 
ask you to put an Official Blogging Concentrated button on your site, unless you also serve 
bloggers and want to help as an affiliate) 

5. Sidebars – Affiliate ads that you place on your site on purpose should NOT link to the affiliate. 
If you are advertising garden gloves being sold on Plow and Hearth Magazine, link them to a 
page on your site where you “sell” your audience what you love about them. Give them the 
good, the bad and the ugly. Talk to them about price and need AND THEN when they are 
completely sold, send them to the affiliate site to check out. 

If you have 1,000 pages on your blog, then a sidebar ad is 1,000 links to the affiliate. Why not 
direct those links to your own page and make sure the person is going to buy before they leave 
your site. What if they just wanted to see the price? Why ask them to leave to do that?

6. Sidebars – Make sure your sidebar can accommodate the 336 x 280 ad. The 300 x 250 ad 
doesn't pay as well AND Adsense will backfill the spot with the 300 x 250 spot if it needs to. 
Don't let technology get in your way. Find someone who can make that happen. You are the 
CEO. The technology needs to bend to your will. Never bend to the technology.

7. Permalinks – Take the date out of your permalinks. yoursite.com/2014/11/blogpost is 
unnecessary. It causes problems when you want to republish material and creates clunky 
language. Change it to yoursite.com/blogpost . If you need a date in the post, make it the very 
first line like newspapers cite the AP. 

8. Footer – This is where you should put the menu of services.  Disclosure Policy, Media Kit, 
Terms of Service, Advertise with Us, Contact Us, Send me Hate Mail and any other admin 



links. The only admin link you need in your top navigation is the login button for your 
membership.
 

9. Images – Images should never ever link to themselves. If you click a link on your site and it 
opens a window to just a bigger size of the image, stop doing that. That does not help your 
reader, most of the time it is annoying and creates extra indexed pages for no reason. Either link 
the image to the product it is featuring, or leave it unlinked. If you can't figure this out, we've 
got videos on how to do this in the Mechanics Tab in BC Prime. No excuses now :)

10. Images – Every image faces one direction or another. People are rarely facing straight ahead 
and if they are facing forward their shoulders are likely facing one direction or another. Place 
images on your site so they face in. For example if you post a picture of a person and that 
person is looking toward the right ------> don't put them on the right side of the page. You don't 
want that person looking at the edge of the screen. . . like soap opera actors do just before 
commercials. Put them on the left and draw the readers' eyes to the center of the content. 

11. Images – Image draw the eyes. If you are hoping that people subscribe to your newsletter, don't 
let and image sabotage your efforts. Suppose the newsletter optin is at the top righthand spot of 
your sidebar. Now, suppose you place a large image at the top of your blog post. . . right next to 
the newsletter opt-in. . . Most humans will scroll down to see the full image at which time your 
newsletter optin box may have scrolled out of view. Be strategic about your pages. 

12. Sidebars – Use the custom sidebar plugin to make sure the sidebar adds value to your site. If the 
page is about photography, include a widget to your top photography blog posts. . . or your 
highest paying photography blog posts. If your page is about recipes, include content related to 
recipes. Watch our video series on Custom Sidebar Strategy including our videos on the Sidebar 
Ladder plugin and how to create dynamic content. 

13. Content – Every piece of content should have a strategy. McDonald's doesn't create a new 
sandwich one day for the helluva it. They understand the market behind the sandwich, what 
value it plays, where they are going to market it and how they're going to create awareness. 
That gooey rib thing they bring out each year isn't a roll of the dice. They know exactly how 
many morons are going to be drawn in by those ads. When you write a post is it designed to 
draw organic search traffic? Social traffic? Viral traffic? Is it designed to illicit comment? Be 
shared? Drive traffic to another post? Support an SEO strategy? Help a friend? If not, take the 
day off till you do.

14. Content – Does Bon Jovi's songs all sound the same? When they are on stage, do they look the 
same? Why do yours?  Play with custom sidebars, no sidebar, big pictures, small pics, sentence 
poems, spacing, design, subheading, line breaks, fonts. . .If the post needs, energy. Provide it. 

15. Optin – Nobody wants a newsletter. In a recent report by Santa's Research Elves. . . less than 
1% of all letters to Santa included the word “newsletter”. And 29% of those said “I don't want 
any more newsletters”. Sadly the remaining 71% are thought to have been people misspelling 
Irish Setter. The optin should filter people OUT. . Not filter people in. You've gone to great 
lengths to get people to your site. Some are your ideal customer, others aren't. Instead of asking 
people to sign up for your newsletter give them a report, webinar, audio, interview or printable 
that only your perfect audience will want. Here's an example. . . Who would optin for 



“Pinewood Derby carving tips” on CubScoutIdeas.com?

16. About Page – It ain't about you. The About Page is about your site. When I'm done reading it I 
should totally get your site. What do you write on Tuesdays? What do you email out? What is 
your favorite post? Where do I comment? Where can we connect? What can I buy? How is my 
life going to be better by reading your site for the next six months?  Sure I'd love to hear about 
your kids, but if you want to tell your 16,000 word story about how you didn't know you were 
going to turn this into a business. . .give 'em a link so the 1% can do that. 
****************************************************************************

AutoPlay Music – Uh. . . knock it off.

Snowflakes falling – See Above

Snowflakes falling, autoplay music and Pacman graphics – 
Just give up blogging. It's not for you. 

*****************************************************************************
17. Headers – Should not take up the entire page. We're running a business here. We are in the 

business of giving our audience content, solutions, entertainment. That drawing you 
painstakingly made with photoshop of 6 chickens pushing a shopping cart that takes up half 
your page is not part of the program. Print it out. Frame it. Hang it on the wall. Then delete it 
permanently from your site. Go back to #1. 

18. Ads – You can't expect to make money with ads if 

No one can find them
No one can click because their eyes are somewhere else
They are located on pages that don't promote the click culture. 

You wouldn't put an ad on a casket. You wouldn't advertise on the fireworks shooter at the 
fireworks show. You wouldn't advertise in a “Where's Waldo” book with a tiny image of 
goggles. If you're trying to make money with ads – They Should Stick Out

19.  RSS – Just because they like your site doesn't mean they want to read every post ever. RSS 
feeds are not only becoming aniquated, they are not personalized for the most part. How about 
making separate lists based on the things the audience has opted into and then email them 
specifically what they need instead of everything?

20.  Related Posts Plugins – So we got you using things like YARPP and nRelate. Now we're 
changing gears. . . so glad you moved from random to “by category”, but what if we created an 
html table and inserted the thumbails of the 4 or so books that will add profit to your business? 
Be deliberate instead of automated. Sometimes more work does equal more money 


